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Summary 

In order to increase the sustainability and exploitation characteristics of concrete in Georgia, it is 

necessary to study and investigate the properties of additive concrete for their future application in 

construction industry and increase their efficiency on motor road in terms of economy.  

Road infrastructure, except the roads directly, includes a variety of constructions and buildings 

that these roads serve. In addition, we consider the inherent part of the infrastructure those monuments 

of cultural heritage that are in the immediate vicinity of the roads. In fact, almost all our secular and 

religious buildings are of this type. Cultural heritage monuments, as a rule, have been built by local 

construction materials and by using construction technologiesof that time, including antiseismic. Over 

time, antiseismic measures have been improved and today it is necessary to use them with historical 

monuments. This problem is directly related to concrete research and therefore has its niche in the given 

proposed project. 

Concrete and reinforced concrete structures in the construction industry are always under load, 

and in time they change their physical-mechanical properties, in particular the deformation of the 

creeps. The water in the concrete is free as well as adsorbated is the main reason for its creep. Physical-

mechanical properties in the concrete are also determined by the amount of water. Water consistency is 

reduced to make concrete more solid. Excess free water helps in the formation of cracks in the concrete, 

decrease strength, increase creep deformation, and so on. Concrete mixing additions - plastificators and 

mineral supplements significantly reduce water consistency, increase the durability of the concrete 

mixture, fills the cracks and thus make the concrete as much homogeneous as possible, thus resulting in 

increasing its firmness. The physical-mechanical properties of the supplementary concrete additions in 

Georgia are not studied, and the research is relevant in this regard. 

The firmness and sustainability of any construction or building, including the roads and their 

infrastructure, are directly related to their mechanical characteristics of the base-ground, first of all, the 

deformation module. The new experimental method of practically accurate determination of the soil 

deformation module was undertaken by the young scientist. 

As a result of the implementation of research topics, concrete with sustainable high strength can 

be utilized using chemical additives for construction industry and automobile roads that will improve 

their infrastructure and economic effects. The issue presented thus makes a monolithic, thematic and 

highly interesting work. 


